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Mediation has the potential to be one of the avenues through which social justice can be achieved, observed Supreme Court judge Justice DY Chandrachud
recently.But he added a caveat that ...
Mediation Setting Should Balance Social Power; Should Not Promote A Culture Of Impunity : Justice Chandrachud
A lot of our mediators are having to go out of state because there haven't been laws governing those mediations here, said Georgia Office of Dispute
Resolution Executive Director Tracy Johnson.
Opportunity: New Georgia Law Could Mean More Mediation Business in the Peach State
The group said grant supports for online retailers totalled €11m last year, but will be more than halved to €5m this year – calling that move “a huge blow” to
smaller retailers, in particular. It ...
Thousands of retailers ‘on the brink’ of collapse
NUR-SULTAN. KAZINFORM The AIFC Court and IAC commenced their operations on 1 January 2018 and have resolved 536 cases with 15 judgments,
39 arbitration awards, and 482 mediation settlements.
AIFC Court and IAC present their achievements at The Astana Finance Days 2021
Ayala Pines and Elliot Aronson, the authors of the book ‘Career Burnout: Causes & Cures’, define burnout as “A state of physical, emotional, and mental
exhaustion caused by long term involvement in ...
Battling Burnout: Mental Health and Self-Care in Mediation
We are seeing more and more fraud claims being asserted against individuals and companies alike. Although the cause of action itself is not new, the
frequency with which it is being asserted in ...
Litigation Leaders: Freddy Muñoz Discusses Spike in Fraud Claims Asserted Against Companies, Individuals
MinLaw extends TPF framework to more legal proceeding categories Fidea_reporter Tue, 06/22/2021 - 9:56 am Body This will allow more businesses to
have an alternative avenue to fund meritorious claims.
MinLaw extends TPF framework to more legal proceeding categories
From next Monday, third-party funding will be extended to domestic arbitration, certain proceedings in the Singapore International Commercial Court and
mediation connected with these proceedings.
Third-party funding extended to domestic arbitration
Peace deals between Israel and the Gulf have also enabled Egypt to warm up to and work with the Jewish state Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett on
Monday spoke for the first time over the phone ...
ANALYSIS: Egypt’s Changing Position in Relations With Israel and the Middle East
Topics include FAA re-authorizations, taxes on fuel and aviation activities, environmental legislation, ICAO decisions, governmental mediation of labor
conflicts and World Trade Organization ...
Regulations and Government
Member and representative of the State of Qatar at the ICC Court of Arbitration HE Sheikh Dr Thani bin Ali Al Thani said that construction contracts are at
the fore of the mega projects being ...
Construction contracts at forefront of mega projects in Qatar: Sheikh Thani bin Ali Al Thani
SINGAPORE - From next Monday (June 28), third-party funding will be extended to domestic arbitration, certain proceedings in the Singapore
International Commercial Court and mediation connected ...
Third-party funding to be allowed for pursuing claims in domestic arbitration
McDonald noted that construction disputes entail some features than other commercial disputes, as they entail specialised technical issues, and their parties
are often international companies and ...
Construction contracts at forefront of mega projects in Qatar, says Qicca official
Five hours of free mediation is available for parenting issues and child support, for a total of ten hours for parents who need to resolve both. This expanded
service is part of Legal Aid BC's ...
Legal Aid BC provides free child support mediation
Paul Stewart, a Womble Bond partner and head of the firm's commercial disputes and regulatory ... alternative dispute resolution processes like mediation
and arbitration. Stewart also advises ...
Womble Bond Taps Contracts Litigator For UK Head Role
PM Bennett understands the growing standing of Egypt in the Arab world, hopes to enter era of warm peace after decades of cold peace.
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Analysis: Bennett seeks to reset Israel-Egypt relations
The ADR centre will also undertake skill development programmes pertaining to Mediation and Arbitration ... He envisions an International Alternative
Dispute Resolution Centre in India on similar ...
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